
Top 3 Reasons to Open an FX Pro Account 
 

Whether you are a beginner or a seasoned trader, opening an FX Pro account will bring several benefits 

your way. Though such professional or “PRO” accounts may need you to make a higher minimum 

deposit or restrict the facility to open the account only for those traders who meet certain qualifications 

or experience criteria, it’s worth opening this type of the account. 

If you are still on the fence regarding opening an FX Pro account, here are the top three reasons why you 

should do it right now.  

1. Enjoy Multiple Trading Instruments  
If you need more flexibility regarding the currencies you can use for trading, you will get them with a 

professional forex trading account. Though you will easily find platforms offering 8 to 10 currencies, a 

deeper search would help you find platforms that offer as many as 33 currency pairs.  

Choosing a professional account where you also get to trade cryptocurrency, metals, stocks, and CFD 

(Contract for Difference) indices, will give you additional flexibility and freedom while trading. All these 

features are available only with a Pro account. 

2. Lower Dynamic Spreads 
A Pro account comes with tighter spreads, where a spread refers to the difference between the ask and 

bid prices of a security or a currency pair. As a result, owning such an account can help you enjoy lower 

trading costs and better trade execution.  

Lower dynamic spreads indicate high liquidity and low volatility, which make Pro accounts pretty 

beneficial. 

3. Advanced Trading Tools 

No matter how frequently you trade and the type of investor you are (active or passive), access to 

advanced and smarter technologies can help you make informed decisions that are smarter too. 

Your Pro trading account usually comes with tools like advanced charting instruments, automated 

trading software, and many more. By using them, you can get important insights for charting your next 

steps and making better buy and sell decisions. 

If you are ready to open an FX Pro account, contact us right away. 

  

https://nordfx.com/trading-account-pro.html
https://nordfx.com/do/support

